along with a picture.
The file “Imperial Mailbox Components” shows all the various parts and options. The red circled
items are what I am proposing, which is very similar in look to what we have now and follows the
overall approach that Chimney Lakes took (located at the end of Johnson Ferry at Shallowford
Road). Please note that certain combinations cannot be ordered as indicated in this file.

I propose we either have a quick conference call or let’s have a motion and vote.
If there are any questions please let me know.
Thank you,
Kiffer

--

James
-----Original Message----From: Kiffer Andress [mailto
Sent: Thursday, October 12, 2017 8:32 PM
To: executiveboard@highlandridgehoa.org
Cc: Highland Ridge
Subject: HRHOA Mailboxes standard - vote or discussion needed
Executive Board,
We have several homeowners who need to replace their mailboxes so I thought
this would be the best time to resolve an ongoing complaint.
A bit of history - in 2009 the Board elected to put forth to the membership
a new mailbox standard as well as a payment plan where each member would pay
1/2 the cost in year one, with the HOA covering the 2nd half. Each member
would then pay in year 2 the second half - which 100% did so. After going
through the meeting minutes I see that the Board realized, after the annual
meeting, that a 2/3 yes vote of the entire membership was required to make a
change to the Bylaws - not a vote only from 2/3, regardless of yes or no.
Therefore, the Board voted to change the ACC recommendations, completely
within our Bylaws.
I am proposing that we change the ACC recommendations to what I have
suggested. Therefore, when a member buys a new mailbox it will be
recommended that they buy this version.
Why change the mailbox standard?
- Current standard does not allow for replacement parts
- Only one vendor to purchase from
Why choose the Imperial Mailbox System?
- National standard
- Multiple vendors with wide price ranges
- Many options
- All replacement parts are available for purchase
The file "HRHO Mailbox Standard - The Imperial System" details the standard
I am suggesting along with a picture.
The file "Imperial Mailbox Components" shows all the various parts and
options. The red circled items are what I am proposing, which is very
similar in look to what we have now and follows the overall approach that
Chimney Lakes took (located at the end of Johnson Ferry at Shallowford
Road). Please note that certain combinations cannot be ordered as indicated
in this file.
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